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r•iuch has been written in the last twenty years about
secularisation and its effects on· religions and on the Churches.
These notes are intended only to of fer an introduction to the problem
· - and to provide a basis for comparison o:f our respective religious
experiences.
Secularisation is commonly understood as that progressive

1.

emancipation of society and culture from the control of institutio~al
religions which has marked western civilisation in recent centuries.
The. term 'secularism' seems to have appeared for the first time in the
pro~ramme of the 'London Secular Society' founded by Holyo~ke in 1846,

where it meant a life interpreted and regulated wholly without

------

-----::---;;--.-~--,,--:-:~--:-~~~";T-~~..,._~~-:-~~~~-;--:-~~/
Here i~ a typically western ~henomenon,

reference to God and religion.

the Church, the

made up · of two forms

depositary. of a magisterium and an authority "from above", becomes

.,(·

·..marginal to life and the coming of the industrial revolution transforms
'

.

~.

the 'economic and cultural forms o·f the old, agrarian society •
But from westemEurope the phenomenon has spread almost
i'

throughout the planet ·taking on forms and features which vary more or
less according to the

reli~ious

forms and the tynes of society it

rn~t

with.
r ·.

It is proper~ ~hen . to soeak of different 'models' of
secularisation

existin ~

today.

Take for example the notion, fairly
( 1)

common today, of a 'secular state'.

'

.

This is one thing in Italy, another

in Great Britain where the queen is · cro\.med by the archbishop of

Canterbury, another still in U. S .A , in U.S.S.R, in Turkey, in Israel,
in Indonesia, in India, in Mali and Ni~er{a, these last two bein~
states

which,though secular, form part of the Conference of Islamic

Stat~s.< 2 )

'·

.....

- 2 There are thep different models of

se~ularization

accordinf

to the point of departure and of arrival, or if you like according to
the types of religious.structures which have been done away with in the
secular state.

Together with this variety of models of secularization

there is also a variety of
and meanin[!s which- throw

lin~istic

li~ht

patterns \vhich express it, patterns

on this or that particular aspect in

the spectrum of secularization: thus we talk of rationalism, of laicism,
) of scientism, of agnostocism, of atheism, of positivism , of desacralization
etc., according to which element stands out in this or that model of
secularism.

For really secularism signifies many things.

It stands in

opposition to a sacral _ · wor~d, and invites us to look at things no
longer sub snecie aeternitatis, or ratione peccati, but to consider them
only in their ontological make-up and what t pey can yield from a
temporal standpoint.
According to John E.Smith their are five characteristic
marks

o~

the secular attitude - autonomy, technology, voluntarism

individualism

tern oral ism and aeilleticism ('3) •

We may add--.

lism, permissiveness, consumism and other things according to the
levels of local cultures, their variety and the choices they offer.
It is certain that the secular outlook sets a profane autonomy in
opposition to a heteronomy rooted in the sacred, and instead of a
subordination of all life and culture to
~istinction,
pushin~

reli~ion

it insists on the

the separation, the emancipation of the temnoral and the

aside, the radical exclusion of religion and of God.

'"Dwar-f either you or I: Zwerg, Du oder Ich" cries Zarathustra, puttinf:

in the

~ost

drastic way the alternatives which will be reneated
by all the pundits of secularism.C 4 )
2. ,·

Historians have analysed closely the steps which have led

p ro ~ ressively

to the elimination of the dominant and unifying role

The "naissance de 1 'esprit laique" C5)
'
is assigned to the 13th century as takine shape in the conflict

of rel i r:;ions in the >yrest.

between the state or the commune, both anxious to assert their own
'lay' authority, and the Church which claimed to have 'religious'
authority even over political life.
-...-"\.

It is enough to think of the

bull Unam Sanctam (1302) of Boniface VIII..£ "Oportet temporalem
11
auctori tatem spirituali sul::ibi
. ·.
...notestati •

In succeeding centuries

secularization progresses in all fields of thought and life.

--

Secularization of the state and of politics, begun by Marsiglio
'

---.,.

of Padua who, with the Defensor uacis (1324) lays the foundations of

--

'---..

the modern 'lay' state, is continued by MaccbiaveJli who proclaims
..

the autonomy of politics from all moral law, and by Hobbes who

makes the state the source and depositary of all human rights.
Secularization of law begins with the renascence of Roman law and
continues both with the assertion of Ruig de Groot (Grotius) that

natural law would be valid "etiamsi daremus non esse Deurn 11 and wit:h
the view that the only law that exists is "positive" law of which the

state is the origin and guarantee.

The secularization of culture

and of art of which the first signs are already there in the

.------

Roman de la Rose (1260-1280) is completed in the period of humanism
and the Renaissance.

The secularization of science

.

begins with

.

Nicholas of Cusa, Copernicus and Galileo, who claim autonomy for

.... . ....

I-
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scientific knowledp:e in the face of theoiogy.

Finally there is

the secularization of nhilosophy, which detaches itself from
th~ology

of which it had been considered the 'handmaid 1

,

and makes

an independent place for itself, even to the point of settinG itself
up in opposition to theology.C 6 )
Such a process of secularization did not happen,
obviously~without

shocks or without opposition from the Church and

in general from religious institutions rooted in 'tradition'.

But

the movement was irreversible and took fire in the great revolutions
of the end of the 18th century, when the whole Atlantic area was
shaken by a revolutiopary fever (America

1770-83~

England and Ireland

1780- 83,the Low Countries,_ Switzerland, Sweden, Poland, France etc.)

.·"----------

- .-~:::'ii=====--==::::.::- ..

If until the
christ.ian;

euro-atlantic

ocieties were outwardly and officially

if institutions, the calendar, feast-days were inspired

by christianity; if man, held to be weak and liable to error, lived
in the framework of a community, subject to

prohibition~ ,

bound to

observances which were upheld also by civil legislation (the secular
arm) for fear be should fall into heresy , schism, libertinage , sin;
if religious differences, for

exam~les

those of the Jewisp communities

were ·barely tolerated and under social pressures and discrimination;
after the revolutions the la:y state, pluralistic, secularised,
;>.eparated from the Church, came to birth.
former believers the Church even
and to be attacked.

be~an

In

ma~y

societies of

to be felt as an alien thing

Enlightenment culture recalled man to maturity

and to the critical task of sifting every acquisition by subjecting

.,.

- 5it to the test of reason, and reason became allergic to
everything that savoured of the supra-ration.a l, like divine
intervention in history, miracles, revelation, metaphysics and
so on.

Kant, while he declared reason impotent in metaphysics,

called for its mastery over the ethical and the religious; before
him, G.E. Lessinp.: r educed revelation to a "p!l.dar-:or-:isches Kunstgriff"
of reason, which is expressed in 'natural religion ' .

In the 19th century the process of secularization passed
steadily from the bourgeois elite to the masses, finding a
powerful ally in industrialisation primed by technological progress.
)

The same century saw the rise of fiercely

s teachers

whose influence is still strong in our generation: Feuerbach,
.....____.-:-:---:---Nietzsche and Freud: expressions like "God is dead", 11 this old
s, he is utterly dead", "the god of gaps"
and "I teach you about superman" belong to

-1 t

--

Nietzsche ' s "Also Sprach Zarathustra", which for me is the summa
of modern secularism and its contradictio . s.
of an

age-lon ~

from t;he

11

They represent the end

process, and every thing that has been said since,

nausea 11 of J .P.Sartre to the lack of rationality and

sense heralded by Foucault

f i nds its

roots

in

this

'~ork.

According to it man, his reason, his liberty, his activity should
not only be freed from the control of reli~ion and ·from christian
or Jewish morality but sh ould
free in
p~ssible

determinin~

what . is

to speak of evil.
;

procl~im

~o od

themselves autonomous and

or evil, if indeed it is st ill

.•
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3.

~sychological

What are the social and

consequences of this

process which has led to the removal of the sacred, of God of the
Chu~ch

from the fabric of society?

few pointers.

I will confine myself to a

Above all the secularisation process, by declaring

faith, religion, the Church

11

irrelevant", i.e. without meaning, has

led whole ·masses to lose taste for and abandon religion, carrying
---

them easily towards indifferentism, egnosticisrn and practical

atheis~.

In place of absolute Truth and Good to be sought wholeheartedly,
mundane and earthly values have been pushed to the fore and
absolutized in accordance with capricious scales of value which
give

'-'consumer goods".

At the same time man,

'

freed from a transcendental moral code, wishes more and more to be free
and autonomous, rejecting every imposition which could . hinder his
freedom of choice.

Thus is born the ideology of libertarian and
.

anarchical radicalism.

c-·~~-"--~~~~-

---._.

At the same time however the secularized

world has witnessed tne rise and sp!ead of innumerable substitute
religions \-Ihich can be variously identified today in · individual
and social phenomena which hold the stage such as the cult of stardom,
eastern religions, naturisrn, occul ti:s m, astrology, to say nothing
of

para-reli~ions,

utopian or revolutionary ideologies which have

captured the imagination of many young people.
we must put do\m to the great

reli~ious

It seems too that

vaccum that creeping

disouiet \·1ri tten of b;_z Nietzsche, as "grosse Sehnsucht' towards another
~

shore, towards another man

- 7 which, not by accident is one of
11

Also Surach

. 4.

ihe

main themes of

Zarathustra~

How has the Church reacted to the process of secularization

?

I refer in the first place to the Catholic Church which has taken
up a position Mith condemnations and reproofs which teem in the
ecclesiastical documents of the last century, continuing we may
say until the middle of the present century.

I say so because

on this point too the pontificate of John XXIII marks a turn
to a more serene and constructive attitude rooted ·in profound
reasons belonging to the faith itself.

Another spontaneous

reaction of the Church, at least in some of its parts, was to
transform religion, expelled by society, into an inward experience,

I

individual and pietistic, practically dissociating it from any
connection with the realities of l ife and history.

A recent work,

Parler du salut by Elizabeth Germain,studtes the effects in
France of' the "preaching of salvation" during the period of the
Restoration ('1815-'1830), analysing the sermons preached at missions
to the people, the texts of catechisms and the courses of
spiritual exercises given to specialised groups.

The general

impressions is one of a decided divorce of religion from the world.
A typical hymn entitled "Le Salut" by St Louis Grignon de Montfort
('1817) says -

Nous n'avons a 1aire

We have nothing to work at

Que notre salut.

But our salvation.
That is our purpose.
That is our cnly business.

C'est
C'est

la

la

notre but.
notre unique affaire.

8 Another celebrated preacher Fr. Croi-set

a~serted

in a meditation

for the 6th October: "L' esprit de recuillernent et de retraite est
necessaire pour faire son salut dans toutes d'etats •••• tout est
piege dans le monde" (?)'*-

All that, as Fr. Yves Congar observed,

resulted in a "religion without the v;orld"
/ a world . without religion.

to which correspon

You could observe, the distinguished

theologian goes on, the absence or inadequacy of. the following
articles in the enormous ( yet how useful) Dictionnaire de Theolog:ie
Catholioue , 41,338 columns in '15 huge voh:1mes published between

-~

, i\S'1S

1903-~

of

fa~th";

under the word Profession there is an article "Professions
under metier (trade) nothing; under work nothing; under

profane(lay) nothing; under family nothing; under woman nothing;
under paternity nothing, u:nder maternity no.thing; under
of a column divided thus:

11

love~

a third

love of God cf. charity; love of neighbour

cf. charity; selt-love, some lines with a cro.ss reference to ambition;
pure love cf. charity; but on human love as such, nothing;
word friendship, nothing.

under the

Under happiness, a third of a column with

a referenc'e to the article "beatitude 11 ; under the word life and
article 'eternal life'; under body an
under

~'

nothing; under pleasure

under suffering,
·this

11

nothin~;

~rticle

on Blorified bodies;

nothing; under .io:v , nothing.;

under illness an article which begins like

under this word we group various cases of' exemption from the

law which the sick enjoy because of the bad state of their health".

a

A spirit of recollection and retreat is necessary in all

to achieve salvation.

circumstance~

Everything in the world is a snare.

:

..·

- 9 Under evil there are twenty- five columns; under econorny,nothin~;
under politics, nothing, under power a long article of 103 columns
(four :times as much as. there is on evil) on 'the temporal power of
~~

p

the pope'!

Under Technology,

under Science another

nothin~;

lon ~

article divided into four sections: sacred science, the science of God,
the science of angels and of souls separated from their bodies, the
science of Christ •• ~ •• but on what we call science, nothing.

Under art

a long article on primitive Christian art; under beauty, nothing;
under value nothing; under person one line; "see hypostasis 11 ;
history, nothing; under earth, nothing;

under

under world, nothing; under

layman and laity nothing except an article on laicism $tigmatised
as a heresy. (B)

5.

But that is not the full story of the Church's reaction to

secularism.

This was much deeper and

~ea~t:~r

and began to be

expressed . in concrete and positive ways from the middle of the 20th
century.

This was thanks to the biblical, patristic and liturgical

studies which were already decisively in train at the end of· the 19th
century and in the first years of the 20th.

Because of these studies

the christian faith br·e athed more freely and not ·only did not resign
itself to secularism but confronted it positively, re-establishing
connection with the mainstream of its origins and trad.itions.

In this

way it was discovered that the Bible already contains surprising
pointers on the theme of secularisation, that is on the

intrinsi~

chara·c ter of cosmic and human realities, on their relation with the
divine and sacred and on the inherent meaning of' history which is

.moving towards

an end.

Accordin~

to the Bible, all created reality,

from the protological to the eschatological, has a

1movement towards and end and so
-.

meanin~

and is in

is buoyed up by a hope which is not

-

10 -

only individual bu social and cos8ic.
The first ~a~es of Geh~sis already demolish the mythological
and sacral conceptions of the environment: the struggles,
the marriages~ the generations, the jealousies, a;tistic invention,
the founding of cities, all these things in the bible are removed
from the world of the divine and regarded as part of the human
creative patrimony, just as the stars, the animals, the plants,
minerals are creatures. They are at man's disposal and form part
of his history. There is no need then to recall, here the epic
struggle _of the prophets a~ainst the cult of the high places .
(Bamoth and asberah) bound up with a sacral view of the cosmic forces
mythologised under the names of Baal, Astarte, etc.,
It is the
( prophets too who protest against the ritualisation of . faith and of
i
\ relationship with God: "I have had enough of burnt offerings of
rams and the fat of fed beasts ••••••• Your new moons and your
appointed feasts my soul•. hates; ••••••• Wash yoursel7es, make
yourselves clean; remove the evil of your doings .from before my ··
eyes; cease to do evil, learn to do good; seek justice, correct
oppression; defend the fatr.erless, plead for the widow 11 (Isaiah I , 11, 14,
16"- 1 8)

-c---

The· reflection of wisdom literature went even farther, with the Psalms ,
Job~~ohelet (Ecclesiastes), to the point of agreeing on the
practical uselessness of worship, of pra~er even of pledges to
observe God 1 s law ••• ; ••• without however abjuring faith!
Deuterono~y (XII, 15-20) makes no difriculty about allowing the
killing of animals for domestic use, departing from tbe more archaic
rules of Leviticus (XVII, 2-6) which made all butchery a sacrifici,al
action re quirinF, the intervention of_ a priest. In the Gospel the
process of secularisation continues:

Jesus distinguishes clearly

between the things of Caesar and the things of God (J•:att. XXII, 21)
'
.
St Mark notes that Jesus "declared all ~oods clean (1.TII, 19)

. . ...·.... .

~.

w,

.

- 11 -

St Paul exhorts the christians of Rome "to present your bodies as a
livin~

sacrifice holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual

wors~,ip"

(Rom. XII, 1) and in St Jnhn' s Gospel Jesus tells the woman

of Samaria that the time is past for discussing which temple to worship
in, because

11

the hour· is coming, and now is, when the true worshippers

will worship the Father in spirit and truth" (John IV, 23).

It is kno\om

that Christians, like Jews, often paid in blood .for their refusal to
give divine honours to the deified genius of Rome and of the Empire
present in the emperor;

similarly Christians and Jews were ·accused

of atheism because they shunned the sacral and· mythical emblems with
which the society and culture of the time abounded.

Both o.f them

claimed, and afler much suffering obtained the freedom to act in publ.ic and in private in accorqance with their

~\om

religious conscience.

Today there is agreement in recognising in those pages of ChristianJewish history the first vindication of the . secular conscience in the
[ West; they stand at the foundation of western civilisation.
6.

The process of secularisation in this way gave rise to effect:

which were beneficial to the Church's understanding of herself.
.

.

She was driven to concentrate on essentials, that is on the proclamation
of the religious message, without temporal compromises • . At the same
time she was helped to recognise the ontological density of. cosmic . and
human. realities and to respect their internal laws and their autonomy
in their

01Jm ord~r.

The temptation .to find in the bible the answer

to.everything receded, and the realisation hardened that there were
a series of twin principles for the building of culture and of the moral
order itself - i.e. faith and reason, revelation and
the religious and the lay sphere.

conscie~ce,

It was thus that Vatican II was

able to speak openly of the rightful autonomy of earthly realities

- 12
11

If by this autonomy we understand that created things and society

itself have their

O\·m

la\·Js and values which man must gradually learn,

use and control, it is perfectly right to insist on it.

It is· not

only the concern of our contemporeries - it is in harmony with the
Creator's will.

..

It ·-is a feature o 2 creation that all thin cs have

their own stability, truth goodness; their inner law and coherence
which man should respect, recognizing the methods proper to each of
the sciences and arts

•••••• It is right then to regret that habit of

mind which has sometimes existed among Christians.who failed to
appreciate the proper autonomy of science." (9-audium et Spes 36)
On this point the Church stands apart from Islamic .
f

ndamentalism which subjects every expression of life and culture to

the binding dictate of the Sharia

------·-··

-------~-- ~~~~

whether for the individual or in

-·-----

---- ___
______
...

the so.ci.a Lt--R91itical and economic order.
-·~.... "··- ·- -- - - - - - -·

It is known in fact that the

Shariat represents a complete code, of divine origin, and embraces
in binding fashion the whole of reality.
Because of all this the distinction has become current ·
in Christian language between secularism and secularity, between
laicism and lay status ( or the lay condition) a distinction which
suggest that judgement on the vexed process of secularization ·should
not be simply negative.Secularity like lay status
~utonorny of earthly realities as

11

point to the

against ecclesiastical institutions,

and the affirming of their value in themselves apart from any

--------

---~~--~--~~~~~-:-------reference
to religious or supernatural values ••-.-.---.1f'1·he
.........._....
v. ....;hh-a
....'1
.... e

meani~g

and value in themselves and can be ends worth pursuin§: for themselves,

·---·--- -·-------_,

'13 -

even though they oust always be subordinate to the final end which
is God •••• Secularism by contrast ( parallel with laicism) indicates
a kind of irimanentist and atheist ideol0r.;y totally closed to
ab~olutising

transcendence and to religious values •••• ; it indicates the

of worldly and earthly values, the exclusion o God from the world
(_
and~:f~r_o_
m___,l"i~f~e-,_..,..t..,..h-~e""jion o religious values not only as 11 irrelevant 11
but as ·estranging man and the world".

~-re-ru-1e

cg-r-

out secularism then and \·1elcome secularity as

the serene and positive acceptance of va1ues developed by history
and by modern culture, even in controversy with religion, and we do
not dream of putting the clock back.
that the Church

sho~ld

listen to the voices of the modern world, from

which it can and should draw lessons
in conflict with it.

Vatican II declared honestly

even from the voices of those

(Gaudium et Spes No.44)

"In our opinion", we read in a ' Civilta Cattolica' editorial, "it is
\

necessary to distinguish in modern culture between the values it has

~gained and its improper absolutising of those values .

There are values in modern culture which constitute a genuine advance
for man 's free dom, respec_t for man's dignity and rights, the thirst
for equality and justice and hence the rejection of all foru;S of
inequality and
...

discrim~nation

whether political, economic, cultural

~

or

reli~ious,

the spirit of tole rance, pluralism, the

s~irit

of dialogue,

secularity, lay status and the autonomy of earthly ~ealities, the
sense of history, the value of historical engagement, the value· of the
body and earthly realities, the feeling that humanity has a historical

"""-----·----------·---··-

. -· . ··- ·-····-··--·-·--··---·------ ---·-- ·-

----.. ---~- --

--~ ··--·-----·

-

11.~

-

plan to worY.: out to create a more ,just and peaceful wor:ld.
the danger is that these values in modern culture will become absolute
and in a certain sense divinised.

Man then becomes, as Marx says,

\ the 'supreme being', freedom becomes impatience of every moral
principle, rea·son b'ecomes rationalism, secularity becomes secularism,
th~ - historical

sense becomes historicism, lay status becomes laicism,
respect for the body and for earthly things becomes rnaterialism. 11 .C 1 o)

7.

We thus touch the real

point at which secularism is

overcome, the tangent of faith and secular realities.

There is talk

of "just autonomy", or of an autonomy which is not absolute but
relative~

Relativeinot, , ~in

the sense of being imaginary or

co~nterfeit

or curtailed, but in that it finds its laws written in the fibres of
a being which, since it is of the created order, is referable ultimately
to God from whom it derives.

In this sense we speak of true but

'relative' autonomy, that is recognising an ultimate relation to the
Creator and to his purposes for history.

Hence it is a matter of

finding by the light of faith the ultimate meaning of human and cosmic
realities, starting from man and his culture (noosphere) to reach
out to the whole ambit of life (biosphere) and, beyond that, to the
realm of cosmi c matter itself.

Nothing t hat exists in the created

universe is of itself sacred and divine, but everything can and should

(

be referred and ordained by man to the Author of creation and redemption

Nothin~

is sacred, nothing divine in itself, but everything can be

'consecrated'.

For man, christian tradition in harmony with biblical
!r"

data announces the great end of theosis or divinisation which is
-------..;

geared to his transcendental dimens i on and vocation, manifest in an

unquenchable thirst for the infinite which

an untiring "searcher after God".

ur~es

him on and makes him

For all realities outside and below

the hu;nan,relationship to God is written into their situation as
creatures.
It might be said that secularization, in trying to eliminate
religious outreach from things and from history, has really only
brought about the collapse of ext ernal structures which could be seen
to be superstructures or to divide reality into compartments, and
has stimulated believers to rediscover

th~

JIDfound and eschatological

relation which every being and the whole of history has to God the
Beginning and End. · This is why for thirty years we have seen a rush of
theologies of historical and earthly realities, theo}_: ies which someone '
has drily called

@:~logies

of the

ge~

It is enough to cite

such enterprises as 'theology' of liberation, Of work, of history,
of pain, of love, of death, of marriage, of the family, of politics,
of economics and so on.

These are explorations and essays still partial

and sometimes faltering , but there seems no doubt that they are destined
to prepare the way for a new and great theolo gical vision - the cogitatio,
the expressio fidei in the secularized worl d.
I t is all an effort t o

~ive reli~ious

belief contemporary

expression and to bring it into the spirit of our age which is marked

by~~~iences, ·by technology, pluralism, ideologies. Believers should
f i nd, in faithfuln ess to their own rel irr.ious consciousness a n d to the
appeals of contemporary humanity , answers to probl ems which p receding
generations solved by consulting the bible, often in an over-literal

•i..

-

and uncritical fashion;

1 (; -

above all, they are called to live, nray and

celebrate their own faith in the setting of those realities of life and
history in which they find themselves.
8.

One other aspect before we

no lonr;er numbers

fa~th

f~nish.

Secular society, which

amonr; its binding demands, has led the Church

to examine more closely the existential status of faith, forcing it
to point to freedom of choice and complete ab.sence of all external

.!

compulsion

~s

the normal and necessary premisses of faith.

This was

solemnly expressed, though not without much discussion given the
many question mark.S

connected with it, in the decree Digni tat is Humanae

published by the Second Vatican Council

~n

October 28, 1965.

In secular society the Church asks for nothing more than liberty of
religious profession - which is not simply the same as freedom of
worship.

Indeed it is clear that
"the faith is lived in a religious community, and so
reauires education in faith. Hence a society which would
'hinder the Church or religious community, or place' obstacles
in the way of this its essential task, would be not merely
a secular or lay society but secularist and laicist and
to that extent a ·denier of the values of freedom". (11)

But there is more to it than that.

It is le@:itimate to ask the believer

who calls for liberty of faith; "liberty for what?"

The answer will

, be·; to give social witness to the values implicit in faith itself and
\

to permeate human society and culture with its flavour.

Vatican II's

decree on religious freedom affirms that

"it comes within the meaning of religious freedom that
religious bod~es should not be prohibited from freely

••
- 17 undertaking to show the special value of their doctrine
in what concerns the organisation of society and the
inspiration of the whole of human activity. 11
But nere the question arises:

how can this be realised in a

secularised and plu;ralist society without yieldinf, to the temptation
to seek to destroy the very foundations of this society and go back
to social integralism of a relip:ious mould?
~·

here are dialogue and balance.

As

v.

The words which count

~ ~ ,vo"'" - P--1,~

Miano wisely puts it:
A.

In a secularised society it is more difficult for the
christian to achieve a just balance between wanting to
impose, in the name of fai~h, solutions whicb emerge
rather from specialised knowledge and analysis(integralism)
and sacrificing, through a misconceived respect for the
liberty of others, indispensable points of his o~m vision of
man and so9iety, as though the faith had nothing to say in
. this regard. Secularised society is a plurali~tic society,
which takes for granted respect for the freedom of others
(which has its proper limits in fundamental human rights
and in the general welfare) and dialogue between the
various elements making up society, but for the christian
this dialogue cannot mean losing his own identity; rather
· it should be a motive for affirming that identity in a
spi~it of collaboration". (42)
11

Essential noints are touched on here: affirmation of our own

i~entity,

respect for the identity of others, dialogue, collaboration, a right

j

balance in coexistence with those who differ from us, search for
the common welfare, lucidity about fundamental human rights.

But the

theme which the Church has put forward with most fervour is dialogue,
on which the contribution of M. Buber is undisputed.

')

- 1P -

Thanks to dialogue the CDristian and every other

reli~ious

man can reach agre ements and become along with others a promoter of

"
personal
and social values for the who.l e community .

I

am happy on

such an occasion as this to be able to cite as in every way exemplary
the offer of collab~ration which the ~hief Rabbi

of

Rome, Dr. E -,~

made to Pope John Paul I I on February 8th this year:
many things wh:j..ch we

hav~

"There are too

in common in the strug·g le which we are

forced to carry on in the world around us:

a struggle to affirm the

dignity of man seen, as a mirror of the divine image;

a struggle for

the right to life from the moment when it first manifests itself reco g nising as we do that God alone has the right to give it or take
it away; a struggle to assert the rights of the faJ]Jily, its cohesion
and its morality;

a struggle against drugs which kill the weak and

the outcasts and for the realisation of a more just society where all
can have access to those good things w:tn:h the Lord has granted to mankind :
a struggle finally for human rights and for religious freedom .

I

am

confident that faith in the Lord and in our common ideals will make for
an ad.vance in collaboration and understandiI?g between the Jews of Rome
and

the Church'' . -(13)
Before concl uding I wou ld like to allude again to a

series of challenges for the expression of the faith in the midst of a
secular society: first and foremost it is a question of channelling
thi s expression i nto more flexibl e and functio n al str uctures; of

-

-

renewing the

langua~e

in which we present the faith and its values;

of studying ways and contexts for transm i tting it in a society less

(

\

·~

-

~9

-

e.ttached to sociall:y expressed re ligious signs ( e. point on which
christians can certainly learn from Jews); of

presentin~

the religious

message as an enh ancement, a fulfilment of life, liberation and human
welfare instead of as opposition, as shackling. and alienating; of
lookin~

for space fqr freedom in totalitarian and coercive societies

.

(search for a modus vivendi, for social agreements, for concordats);
and last but not least of

stimulatin~

a new creativity in celebration

and in worship itself so that it ·may find a true setting ( be
11

contextualised 11 in the jargon of the moment) in the life and culture

of every so0iety.

This creativity should be woven of beauty, truth

and. goodness, and promote devotion, knowledge and action.

Here is a call

to manifest the profound vitality of religious faith in the broad
setting of the secular
in the varied

city~

Alongside worship, often celebrated

of association which are dotted about in the

~orms

secular city, we must bear in mind the phenomenon of voluntary activity
for social service, in which young people and whole communities under
religious inspiration offer themselves to help those who suffer or
who find themselves for .any reason . in emergencies (the old, the
handicapped, drug

addicts, victims of natural . disaster etc.,).

In these innumerable

~roups

of volunteers who offer themselves

di sinterestedly in the name of their own faith, I would not hesitate
to see one of the noblest expressions of religious faith in the framework
of the secular city.

P . Rossano.
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p.6 six lines from the end:
the cult of stardom • This stands-~or the useful but not easily
translatable Italian divismo

which designates the kind of quasi-

religious adulation accorded (usually popularly) to leading
figures in the cinema, television, sport, etc., but also sometimes
to _politicul and religious personalities.

2)

passim_
la:v status.

This stands for the Italian laicita, which d~ignates not

a theory or doctrine so much as the condition o_f a society in which
the laity and lay concerns are given a proper autonomy and
independence.

It entails no opposition to religion, whereas laicismc

laicism, is a doctrinaire attitude which in its extreme form opposes
and rejects religion as 'irrel evant', etc.,

